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ABSTRACT: 

 

In recent years, developing countries have deregulated, privatized and liberalized their 

economies. Surprisingly, many of these countries have also retained or even strengthened their 

labor regulations. To understand how developing nations can ensure reasonable levels of labor 

protection without compromising the ability of domestic firms to compete in global markets, this 

paper examines how labor inspectors and prosecutors intervened in four troublesome industries 

in Brazil: charcoal; sugarcane; small-farming; and fireworks production. It finds that regulatory 

enforcement agents use their discretion and legal powers to realign incentives, reshape interests, 

and redistribute the risks, costs and benefits of compliance across an assemblage of public, 

private and non-profit agents adjacent to the violations. By doing so, they make compliance 

relatively easy, even desirable. Even more, as they perform this role, these agents become the 

foot-soldiers of a budding neo-developmental state. 
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FLYING UNDER THE RADAR? THE STATE AND THE ENFORCEMENT OF 
LABOR LAWS IN BRAZIL 

 
 
 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

Over the past three decades, developing countries all over the world have embarked on an 

ambitious process of political and economic transformation that contained both internal and 

international components. Internally, developing countries abandoned dirigiste policies and took 

steps to liberalize, privatize and decentralize their economies. This neoliberal makeover was 

particularly visible in Latin America. Average tariffs in the continent dropped from 55% in 1985 

to 10.7% in 1999 (Lora 2001 p.4; Lora 2007 p.3). More than 800 state-owned enterprises were 

privatized (Birdsall et al 2010 p.12) and public companies’ share of GDP fell from 10 percent in 

1987 to 5 percent in 1997 (Lora 2007 p.31). Public sector deficits almost disappeared (Birdsall et 

al 2010 p.9) and the proportion of public spending conducted by subnational governments 

increased from 13.1 percent in 1985 to 19.3 percent in 2004 (Daughters and Harper 2007 p.214). 

Internationally, these reforms dovetailed with a sharp increase in international trade and foreign 

direct investment (FDI). Between 1980 and 2007, global merchandise exports increased almost 

seven-fold (WTO 2012) and FDI increased 14-fold (UNCTAD 2012). Building on both trends, 

multinational corporations redefined their core business and outsourced subsidiary activities to 

suppliers in developing nations. These neoliberal reforms increased economic dynamism but 

they also tempted developing country governments to slash labor, environmental and other 

protective regulations to increase the ability of domestic firms to compete.  To prevent a 

potential “race to the bottom”, scholars and activists embraced two policy instruments: social 

clauses and voluntary private regulation. Social clauses are legal provisions attached to trade 
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treaties that condition market access to respect for certain labor and environmental standards. 

Typically, social clauses are imposed by rich countries on their trading partners and intend to 

create a global floor for protective standards. Voluntary private regulation is a type of corporate 

self-regulation in which leading firms or third-party entities monitor the labor and environmental 

practices of developing country suppliers.  Both intervention types have been adopted widely. 

Since 1993, every bilateral and some multilateral trade treaties signed by the US have included a 

social clause (Polaski 2004). Likewise, by 2003 multinational firms had adopted an estimated 

1,000 codes of conduct (World Bank 2003 p.3).  

The fast dissemination of a policy instrument can rarely be attributed to a single cause, 

but it is worth noting that both social clauses and private regulations were conceived to function 

independently of the political whims and bureaucratic capacities of developing country states. In 

fact, the perception that developing country governments are chronically inept and/or hopelessly 

corrupt has taken a powerful hold of the international development field (Krueger 1990) and 

shaped its research agenda. For instance, in recent years leading scholars of international 

development have examined politicized recruitment (Evans and Rauch 1999); chronic 

absenteeism (Chaudhury et al 2006; Banerjee and Duflo 2006); cumbersome regulations (Frye 

and Schleifer 1997; Djankov et al 2006; Mulainathan and Schnabl 2010); pervasive corruption 

(Mauro 1995; Treisman 2000; Svensson 2005; Olken and Pande 2012) and waste in public 

procurement (Bandiera et al 2009). In harmony with this trend, scholars interested in labor 

standards have ignored the fact that neoliberal reforms did not dismantle domestic labor 

regulations, which have been allowing for a wealth of effective enforcement in developing 

countries . To correct this distortion, this paper recounts the recent trajectory of four Brazilian 

industries characterized by widespread violations of labor regulations, namely the production of 
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(a) charcoal, (b) sugarcane, (c) agricultural crops in small farms, and (d) fireworks. In these 

industries, government officials intervened to produce a range of positive results. None of these 

cases can be termed an unqualified success; in the real world, progress tends to be slow and 

halting. Still, these cases illustrate the creativity, vigor, and resourcefulness of government 

agents in action. The paper is based on primary and secondary sources, particularly interviews 

conducted in Brazil between 2006 and 2009 with labor inspectors, prosecutors, union leaders, 

business executives, local activists, elected politicians and other public and private agents. It also 

relies on primary documents such as government and industry reports, internal memos, and 

meeting minutes.  

2 - THE REVIVAL OF THE STATE  

In recent years, the mainstream international development literature has been characterized by a 

near single-minded emphasis on the pathologies of public sector organizations. Within this 

context, a number of recent studies on labor standards have purposefully bypassed examinations 

of state institutions to examine initiatives conducted by non-governmental organizations 

(O’Rourke 2003), industry associations (Nadvi 1999; Schmitz 2000), and global buyers (Locke, 

Amengual and Mangla 2009; Mayer and Gereffi 2010). Still, a small but growing number of 

studies show that public bureaucracies in developing countries can advance the public interest in 

proactive and resourceful ways (Tendler 1997; Joshi 1998/1999; Tewari and Pillai 2005; Piore 

and Schrank 2008; Pires 2008; Schrank 2009; Coslovsky 2010; Amengual 2012). This section 

identifies three pathways through which governments in developing countries have been 

reacquiring the bureaucratic capacity to enact and enforce labor regulations despite the 

competing forces imposed by neoliberalism and globalization.  
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(a) The political economy of trade treaties and labor reforms  

During the 1990s, a number of scholars and political analysts predicted that trade liberalization 

and domestic deregulation would erode social protections, shrink policy space and force 

governments to downsize their bureaucracies. Since then, a number of empirical studies have 

instead demonstrated that open economies tend to have bigger governments (Rodrik 1998) and 

that neoliberal reforms often beget new institutions for market governance (Vogel 1996; Snyder 

2001). This dynamic has become evident in the labor front (Greenhill et al 2009), particularly 

with regard to laws regulating collective labor rights (Murillo and Schrank 2005; Neumayer and 

Soysa 2006).  

 Scholars have identified a number of mechanisms to explain this unexpected persistence 

of domestic labor regulations. In some cases, citizens in developing nations fear the disruptions 

caused by free markets but agree to endorse (or fail to energetically protest) neoliberal reforms if 

their own governments in turn, shore up social protections (Murillo and Schrank 2005). 

Naturally, these kinds of social agreement do not emerge whole. Rather, they often entail 

protracted and contentious negotiations in which labor unions play a central role (Murillo 2000; 

Murillo and Schrank 2010). In other cases, citizens of advanced economies agree to endorse a 

trade treaty if their less-advanced partners raise their labor regulations to acceptable levels. In 

many of these instances, labor unions and social activists in both advanced and developing 

economies also play an important role as they lobby their governments for equivalent levels of 

worker protection across boundaries (Kay 2005). These international commitments are often 

embodied in social clauses. Despite their numerous flaws such as vague language and excessive 

reliance on weak domestic authorities (Bieszczat 2008), social clauses still help explain the 

dissemination of labor regulations and the strengthening of labor inspectorates not only in 
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various Latin American countries in recent years (Frundt 1998; Pipkin 2006; Fuentes 2007; 

Schrank 2009), but also across Europe during the first globalization (Huberman and Meissner 

2010). Finally, increased foreign direct investment has also been associated with improved labor 

protections in developing countries (Mosley and Uno 2007; Ronconi 2012). 

(b) Complementary effects of voluntary private regulations  

Voluntary private regulations constitute another lever to improve domestic labor regulations. 

Initially, researchers and practitioners interested in labor standards feared that the widespread 

adoption of private regulations would preempt, hollow out, or stunt the growth of domestic 

authorities (Esbenshade 2004; O’Rourke 2003). Empirical research has challenged this 

pessimistic view and shown that private voluntary regulations may in fact bolster public 

regulation. For instance, private auditors who visit formal firms in export-processing zones often 

free up government resources so labor inspectors can more effectively monitor informal firms in 

less-visible areas of the country (Amengual 2010). In other instances, private auditors and public 

inspectors work together to improve compliance with labor regulations, either as a stopgap 

measure to counteract transnational organizing campaigns (Rodriguez-Garavito 2005), or by 

design, to ensure continued access to restrictive markets as demonstrated by ILO’s Better 

Factories Program (Polaski 2006). Finally, in some instances private auditors and public 

inspectors target different types of problems in the same supply chain and compel firms to 

comply with legal provisions in ways that make compliance with labor standards integral to the 

business model of the targeted enterprises (Coslovsky and Locke 2013).  
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(c) Active mobilization by public servants 

A somewhat more covert pathway to stronger laws and enforcement bureaucracies involves 

active mobilization by public servants themselves. Similar to what has been detected in high-

performance work systems (Appelbaum et al 2000), worker participation can be a key 

component of public-sector reform. The fact that street-level public workers sometimes engage 

in collective action to improve their professional status, enhance their legal powers, and acquire 

resources for their organization is particularly visible in Brazil. So far, this phenomenon has been 

observed among public health workers (Dowbor 2008); prosecutors (Coslovsky 2009); labor 

inspectors (Pires 2008); tax collectors (Pinhanez 2012), and public defenders (Zaffalon 2010). It 

is uncertain whether similar dynamics have not taken place in other countries or simply not yet 

been reported on in the relevant literature.  

In sum, a number of variables have conspired to preserve labor regulations from the 

neoliberal reform hatchet and to empower labor enforcement bureaucracies. Naturally, this is a 

relatively new phenomenon and the observed progress does not assure adequate levels of worker 

protection across the board. Complicating matters further, public bureaucracies in developing 

countries continue to be characterized by corruption, capture, inadequate budgets, and limited 

representativeness. Yet, a basic framework for social protection remains in place, and in many 

instances developing country governments have acquired a renewed ability to enforce labor 

standards despite intense pressure to liberalize. As discussed below, this countermovement is 

particularly visible in Brazil. 
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3 - LABOR LAWS, LABOR INSPECTORS AND PROSECUTORS IN BRAZIL 

Brazil has approximately 101 million people in its labor force (DIEESE 2011) and their work 

lives are governed by a unified set of national labor laws, decrees, and regulations that 

encompass issues such as wages and hours, health and safety, collective bargaining, child labor, 

indentured servitude (slave-labor), payroll taxes, and other pertinent provisions. According to 

managers and employers, the Brazilian system of labor relations is one of the most cumbersome 

in the world. The World Bank’s Enterprise Analysis Unit collects firm-level data in 135 

countries to assess the quality of each country’s business environment. In 2009, this unit 

interviewed 1802 Brazilian informants and 57.4% of them identified labor regulations as a major 

constraint to business development in the country (Brazil ranked last in this category among the 

137 countries surveyed)1.  

In Brazil, two distinct sets of government agents are responsible for enforcing labor laws: 

labor inspectors and prosecutors. The Brazilian labor inspectorate is composed of approximately 

                                                        

1 Data concerning workforce available at 
http://www.enterprisesurveys.org/Data/ExploreTopics/workforce#--7 (accessed on October 24th 
2012). In a more visible and controversial endeavor, in 2004 the Doing Business Report started 
ranking countries according to the flexibility of their employment regulations. The exact 
methodology has changed over time, but in 2004 the “employment regulations” category was 
composed of three items: flexibility of hiring, conditions of employment (i.e wages and hours), 
and flexibility of firing. On that year, Brazil ranked near the bottom of the ranking for all three 
items. The Doing Business Report used these data to calculate an overall “employment laws” 
index, and it ranked Brazil as possessing the third least flexible system of labor laws among the 
133 countries surveyed (Doing Business 2004 p. 36). By 2010, the Doing Business Report had 
increased its coverage to 183 countries and Brazil ranked 138th in the “employing workers” 
category (Doing Business 2010 p.110). Even if numerous observers and analysts have challenged 
the pertinence of this exercise (Berg and Cazes 2008; Bakvis 2009) and even if the editors of the 
Doing Business Report stopped using the labor data to calculate rankings, the data suggest that 
Brazilian businesses continue to see national labor laws as a major impediment to private-sector 
competitiveness.  
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3,000 inspectors (Ministério do Trabalho e Emprego 2008) who are hired through a rigorous 

entrance exam and are assigned to field offices throughout the country. Typically, inspectors 

visit workplaces to verify whether employers comply with applicable labor laws. Between 1990 

and 2008, they visited approximately 350,000 businesses per year (or 115 visits per inspector per 

year, assuming inspectors always work alone). On average, and in the aggregate, labor inspectors 

check on 22 million workers per year (7,326 workers per inspector per year). Visits are 

unannounced, and at each visit inspectors examine the premises, review pertinent documents, 

and inspect equipment to verify that employers comply with current health and safety provisions, 

wage and hour regulations, and payroll tax payment requirements.  They also interview workers 

to more completely understand the dynamics of the jobs. When inspectors identify a violation, 

they require immediate correction, impose a fine, or refer the case for prosecution.  

Brazilian prosecutors are responsible for upholding a range of non-negotiable individual 

and collective rights. Or, as defined by the head of the national labor prosecutors’ association, 

“prosecutors are the lawyers for civil society” (Ministério da Justiça 2006a p. 15). In 2004, 

Brazil had approximately 10,000 prosecutors who worked from field offices throughout the 

country (Ministério da Justiça 2006b p.32). They have an irreproachable reputation (McAllister 

2008), but only a fraction of all prosecutors devote themselves to enforcing labor regulations2. 

Overall, these professionals have three powerful legal tools at their disposal: they can subpoena 

                                                        
2 The administrative structure of the Brazilian prosecutorial service mirrors the court system. In 
theory, the federal government has four prosecutors’ offices: labor prosecutors; federal 
prosecutors; military prosecutors; and a prosecutors’ office for the national capital. In addition, 
each of Brazil’s 26 states has a prosecutors’ office of its own. These professionals are admitted 
to a specific agency and cannot transfer between them. In practice, and independent of 
affiliation, all these officials have similar rights, duties and legal powers. In many cases, and 
particularly when they act extra-judicially (i.e. outside of a courtroom), their attributions overlap 
so state-level prosecutors can intervene in some labor cases. For this reason, this paper treats 
them as a homogeneous group. 
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documents; initiate the Brazilian equivalent of a class-action suit (“Ação Civil Pública” - ACP); 

and settle legal cases in ways that obligate defendants to either pay monetary compensation and 

change their behavior, or face criminal charges (“Termos de Ajuste de Conduta” - TAC). Given 

these considerable powers, prosecutors are key allies of labor inspectors, union leaders, and 

human rights activists in enforcing labor laws. 

What happens when such a sizeable and powerful corps of government officials enforces 

a sprawling yet rigid set of labor regulations? First, one sees numerous cases of forceful 

implementation, which help explain the vocal complaints about rigidity and cumbersomeness 

captured in World Bank’s surveys. Second, some firms go deeper underground to escape 

vigilance and engage in egregious violations of labor standards (Secretaria Especial dos Direitos 

Humanos 2008, Phillips and Sakamoto 2012). But the most interesting and revealing 

phenomenon concerns those cases in which government enforcement agents find a way to 

enforce the laws in a way that protects workers’ rights while not eroding the competitive 

positions of the targeted enterprises. The following section recounts the trajectory of four of 

these cases. 

4 - CASE STUDIES  

(a) Charcoal Production in the Amazon: public push behind private regulation 

(i) Background 

Brazil is the largest producer of merchant pig-iron in the world and 40.8% of its output originates 

in the Eastern Amazon (Ministério de Minas e Energia 2011 p.67). This industrial cluster came 

into being during the 1980s when the Brazilian government launched “Programa Grande 
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Carajás” to promote economic development in the region (Secretaria de Planejamento 1984, 

Anderson 1990). This initiative included the development of the largest high-grade iron-ore mine 

in the world, a deepwater seaport and a 550-mile railway linking the mine to the port. To 

complement these investments, the government offered tax-breaks, subsidies and other 

incentives for local entrepreneurs to establish pig-iron plants, also known as smelters, along the 

railway. At present, 17 smelters operate in the region (Quaresma 2009 p.13-16). They employ an 

estimated 5,000 to 10,000 people, produce 3.9 million tons of pig-iron annually, and export 

almost all their output (mainly to the US) (p.17). 

To produce pig iron, a smelter burns iron ore in the presence of carbon. In most iron 

producing regions,  smelters use coal as both a reduction and thermal agent; in the Amazon, they 

use locally produced charcoal. Brazilian law requires that smelters establish forest plantations so 

they can source their own charcoal. However, forest plantations take several years to produce 

and require a large initial investment in land, tree saplings, personnel and equipment. Moreover, 

planted forests need to be managed, and owners must contend with the risk that insects, fungi 

and animals might damage the trees, in addition to the possibilities of land invasions by landless 

peasants, expropriation by the government for purposes of agrarian reform, fire and erosion. Not 

surprisingly, for many years smelters avoided establishing new plantations and acquired most of 

their charcoal from 5,000 to 15,000 small, informal and mobile charcoal producers that harvest 

trees from the native forest and operate throughout the region.. 

Charcoal production is a straightforward business. To produce charcoal, one clears a 

small patch of virgin forest and uses locally available materials to build igloo-like kilns, each one 

the size of a large camping tent. Unskilled workers venture into the forest to cut more trees, clear 

the foliage, chop the timber, and place the logs inside the kilns, which are sealed and set on fire. 
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After approximately a week of controlled burning, workers open the kilns, retrieve the charcoal, 

and load it into trucks, all by hand. A charcoal camp remains viable as long as there is forest 

nearby- usually for only about two years. Once a patch of forest has been cleared, the producer 

abandons the camp and builds new kilns elsewhere. According to available estimates, Brazilian 

charcoal producers employ 10,000 to 12,000 people (Monteiro 2006 p. 73) and burn 13 to 16 

million cubic meters of wood per year (author interview Jan 19 2007; Greenpeace 2012 p.8).  

Given the remote conditions and constant pressure to reduce costs, it is no surprise that 

charcoal production is particularly rife with labor violations. Charcoal producers do not register 

their workers and do not provide them with any of the legal protections determined by Brazilian 

law. Many workers live in improvised tents without walls or paved floors, have no safety 

equipment and are not provided with toilets or potable water. In addition, they are often forced to 

buy food and supplies at inflated prices from a company store. Conditions are so dire, and debt 

servitude so frequent, that observers have likened these workers to modern-day slaves. 

(ii) Addressing the problem  

In 1994, the Brazilian labor inspectorate, the prosecutors’ office, and the federal police signed an 

agreement to create mobile inspection squads (“Grupo Especial de Fiscalização Móvel”; 

Ministério do Trabalho e Emprego 2012) devoted to punishing the worst labor violations, 

including those that Brazilian law classifies as ‘degrading conditions’ and ‘modern-day slavery’.3 

These mobile inspection squads are staffed by career officers who volunteer specifically for this 

assignment and constitute the elite troops of labor law enforcement. The squads establish strong 

                                                        
3 For an insightful discussion on the multi-dimensional aspects of modern-day slavery, see 
McGrath 2012 
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working relationships with labor unions and social activists to collect intelligence and use small 

airplanes, helicopters, boats and 4-wheel drive vehicles to reach deep into the forest, where they 

conduct unannounced inspections. Squad members bring laptops, portable printers, and other 

equipment needed to issue fines and arrest warrants on the spot. When these officers identify 

gross violations of labor regulations, they calculate how much each employee is owed and 

brandish the threat of criminal prosecution to convince employers to pay their workers what they 

are owed without delay. Despite a slow start (1995-2002), the mobile inspection squads 

eventually increased their pace of activity and by 2011 they had conducted a total of 1,252 raids 

in 3,186 firms and freed 41,665 workers (Ministério do Trabalho e Emprego 2012).4 Increasing 

the pressure on firms further, in 2003-4 the Ministry of Labor created the Lista Suja, a publicly 

available directory of private firms that have engaged in enslavement, as determined by labor 

inspectors. Firms that change their practices and comply with regulations are removed from the 

list after two years of documented reformed behavior. While on the list, they suffer a serious 

setback to their reputation and are barred by Brazilian financial authorities from accessing 

subsidized credit. Moreover, since 2005, a number of large private companies, including 

multinationals such as Cargill, Coca-Cola, McDonalds, and Wal-Mart have agreed to sever 

relations with any business on the list as well5. 

                                                        
4 From 1995 to 2002, the mobile squads conducted an average of 22 raids and freed 736 workers 
per year (Ministério do Trabalho e Emprego 2012). In 2002, the local office of the International 
Labor Organization provided the Brazilian government with technical and financial support so it 
could combat slave labor with additional vigor (Audi 2008 p.47-48). From 2003 to 2011 the 
mobile inspection squads conducted an average of 119 raids and freed 3,975 workers per year, a 
six-fold increase from the earlier period. 

5 The text of the agreement (in English) is available at 
http://www.reporterbrasil.com.br/documentos/national_agreement.pdf  and a list of signatories is 
available at http://www.reporterbrasil.org.br/pacto/signatarios (both accessed on October 24th 
2012) 
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Yet, these punitive measures succeeded only because labor inspectors and prosecutors 

found a way to bring the smelters into the equation. Charcoal producers have no fixed assets, no 

reputation to preserve, and many are not even legally registered as a business. As a result, they 

may simply ignore the fines and continue production under a different name. Making matters 

even more difficult and potentially unfair, those charcoal producers that upgrade their practices 

will be underpriced by those that remain underground. For these reasons, the simple detection 

and punishment of violations is not likely to yield lasting results. Instead of chasing elusive 

charcoal producers, labor inspectors and prosecutors invoked a legal precedent known as TST-

331, which had been established by the Brazilian Superior Labor Court in 1993 (Artur 2008). 

This legal provision and its subsequent interpretations determine that businesses can only 

outsource support activities while core activities must be conducted in-house. In practice, this 

means that under certain conditions, prosecutors and labor inspectors may ignore intervening 

contracts and attribute responsibility for labor standards to the smelter at the top of the supply 

chain.  A labor inspector explains how this applies to charcoal: 

“Charcoal is not a marginal activity for the smelters – it is the quality of the 

charcoal that determines the quality of the pig iron. We, alongside the 

prosecutors, defended this argument in court, and we won. So now we impose 

fines not on the charcoal producers but on the smelters and make them pay. To 

us, and for all legal purposes, the smelters don’t have charcoal suppliers. They 

produce the charcoal themselves and thus must respond for labor conditions in 

charcoal camp.”(Author interview Jan 24th, 2007)  

Despite numerous objections by businesses, economists, and management experts who 

conceive outsourcing as a central feature of modern enterprises, this provision has not been 

overruled. Rather, smelters have been forced to pay the fines and costs associated with the labor 
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violations of their upstream charcoal suppliers. Faced with the prospects of strict punishment and 

prosecution, in 1999, the smelters agreed to sign a Deferred Prosecution Agreement (“Termo de 

Ajuste de Conduta” - TAC) and change their practices. And yet, inspectors and prosecutors 

continued to detect and punish countless labor violations. In 2004, after prolonged negotiations 

and renewed threats of legal action, representatives from the smelters’ association, labor law 

enforcement agencies, human rights NGOs and labor unions came together to sign a good faith 

agreement in which the smelters agreed (once again) to improve labor standards in their supply 

chain.  

 This time around, a group of smelters created the “Instituto Carvão Cidadão” (ICC), a 

private, non-profit entity that monitors labor standards in the charcoal production industry and 

helps smelters comply with the TAC. Similar to other private monitoring institutions, the ICC is 

funded by smelters, who also must provide the ICC with the name and address of all their 

charcoal suppliers. The ICC employs its own cadre of private auditors who are trained by a 

former leader of the mobile inspection squads. These auditors carry a checklist and focus on the 

same items as labor inspectors. Producers that comply with applicable regulations can continue 

to supply affiliated smelters. Producers that violate labor regulations first receive a warning and 

subsequently may be de-authorized from selling to ICC members, which restricts their market 

considerably. In terms of accountability, two of ICC’s six board members are appointed by the 

Labor Inspectorate and the Prosecutor’s Office. Moreover, the ICC publishes consolidated audit 

reports and lists of accredited and de-authorized charcoal suppliers and submits annual reports to 

the Labor Inspectorate, human rights NGOs and the Brazilian office of the International Labor 

Organization. 
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(iii) Outcomes 

Overall, enforcement of labor standards in the pig-iron supply chain has produced a number of 

positive results. First, by enforcing the law creatively and forcefully, labor inspectors and 

prosecutors have triggered the creation of the ICC, a private enforcement institution that 

monitors charcoal producers and helps them upgrade their labor practices. Between 2004 and 

2011, ICC auditors conducted approximately 3,000 field audits of 1,200 producers, averaging 

375 audits per year. Audit data show noticeable improvement in employment formalization over 

time, from 74% in 2004 to 99% in 2011 (Instituto Carvão Cidadão 2012). Moreover, charcoal 

workers now receive uniforms, personal protection equipment, and have access to toilets, clean 

water and other basic amenities as required by Brazilian labor laws. In counterpoint, the ICC de-

authorized 300 producers and in 2008, expelled a smelter because of chronic problems among its 

suppliers.6 

Secondly, to decrease their regulatory risk, smelters stopped buying charcoal in the open 

market at the lowest possible price and began establishing stable relations with preferred 

suppliers. In a positive twist, these relationships helped smelters acquire better charcoal, which 

reduces production costs and increases pig iron quality. Charcoal is not a homogeneous product, 

and smelters prefer charcoal that has a certain granulometry, limited amounts of carbon dust or 

impurities, a proper rate of fibers and volatile compounds, and a high proportion of fixed 

carbons. To help charcoal producers meet these specifications, smelters started sending technical 

                                                        
6 Given that domestic and international buyers of pig-iron and steel are increasingly concerned 
with labor standards in their supply chains, a smelter that operates outside the ICC umbrella is 
likely to have difficulties selling its products. 
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advisors to charcoal camps and these advisors often coordinate their actions with ICC auditors to 

induce positive change.  

Finally, the ICC has helped the industry deflect international criticism. A large proportion 

of Amazonian pig-iron is exported to the US auto industry (Greenpeace 2012). In 2006, 

Bloomberg News published a series of reports about slave-labor in the Brazilian pig-iron 

industry that were so scathing that two US congressmen from steel-producing states conducted 

official hearings on the problem (Smith and Voreacos 2006; Voreacos and Smith 2006; US 

Congress 2006). In response to these charges, representatives from the Brazilian industry and 

diplomats frequently referred to the formation of the ICC as evidence that smelters were serious 

about improving labor standards and used the institution to counter criticisms and prevent trade 

sanctions. 

Still, much remains to be done. Some observers claim that formal charcoal producers 

often act as fronts for informal producers that continue to violate basic workers’ rights. Labor 

inspectors and prosecutors must still conduct raids, and they often identify workers in degrading 

or slave-like conditions. Moreover, the ICC achieved its best results when the pig-iron industry 

was booming (2004-2008). At its peak, the ICC represented twelve smelters, possessed an annual 

budget of R$1.5 million and employed 12 full-time auditors in two offices. In 2008, this situation 

started to change. By then, the US economy had entered a recession and as a result, Brazilian 

pig-iron exports declined dramatically. Some smelters closed down, others downsized their 

operations and the ICC was consequently forced to downsize as well. In 2012, it employed a 

total of three auditors in one office. In the end, progress has not been easy or linear, but it rarely 

is.  
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(b) Sugarcane Production in São Paulo: Reassigning responsibility 

(i) Background 

Brazil is the largest producer of sugarcane, sugar and ethanol in the world. In 2010 this industry 

employed more than one million people (Compromisso Nacional 2013) and accounted for 6.98% 

(in value) of Brazil’s exports (International Trade Center 2013). The bulk of the industry is 

concentrated in the state of São Paulo, where 169 integrated mills (CONAB 2012 p.13) crush 

60% of the cane to provide 63% of the sugar and 58% of the ethanol produced in the country 

(UNICA 2011/12). These enterprises own vast tracts of land and plant 57% of their own 

sugarcane (CONAB 2012 p.24). They also buy sugarcane from a network of approximately 

18,000 independent farmers in their vicinity (Silva & Oliveira 2013).. 

 The harvesting of sugarcane is a critical activity in this supply chain. As stated by the 

director of a large mill, “sugar is produced at the farm. The mills only extract it” (Author 

interview Aug 6th, 2008). In São Paulo, the sugarcane season lasts from six to nine months. To 

maximize sugar output, farms strive to harvest their cane exactly when the plant matures and 

immediately before it flowers. As will be discussed below, larger farms have been mechanizing 

their harvest, but many farms still rely on large groups of unskilled workers who are employed 

for relatively small periods of time to cut, clean and pile the cane. In 2010, sugarcane farms 

located in São Paulo employed approximately 200.540 rural workers, which represent 48% of 

the sugarcane workers in Brazil (Compromisso Nacional 2013).  

A large proportion of sugarcane workers are migrants from the Northeast of the country. 

According to Brazilian laws, employers must register and provide these workers with proper 

housing, safe transport, personal protection equipment, toilets, food, potable water, work breaks, 
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weekly rest, and a minimum wage. In practice, farms often rely on labor contractors (locally 

known as “empreiteiros” or “gatos”) who recruit, transport, feed, house, and manage their own 

labor gangs. Landowners find this arrangement close to ideal: minimal hassle and no risk for a 

relatively low cost.  Data is scarce, but one source estimates that in 2004 56% of migrant 

workers who traveled to São Paulo had been employed by ‘gatos’, and 31.9% owed the ‘gato’ 

money for the cost of the trip (Silva 2007 p.61).  

Labor contractors in this industry are notorious for violating labor regulations. Typically, 

their workers are not formally registered and do not receive mandatory insurance, retirement 

plans, and other benefits. Workers are paid exclusively on a piece-rate and are not assured a 

minimum salary as required by Brazilian law. Moreover, workers must bring their own food and 

water to the field, and they must even pay for their own tools, including a machete and 

sharpening stone. They are not provided with boots, gloves, safety goggles or other personal 

protection equipment. While in the field, they have no access to toilets or food other than what 

they can carry themselves. Migrant workers are transported in unsafe vehicles and live in 

crowded dormitories, without proper beds, kitchen, toilets or shower stalls. Finally, the work can 

be so exhausting that workers sometimes die of fatigue, a condition so frequent that workers 

have given it a name: ‘birola’.  

(ii) Addressing the Problem  

Policy-makers and labor advocates have found it difficult to eradicate illegal labor practices 

because labor contractors (“gatos”) have no assets that can be seized and little reputation to 

preserve. Most of them do not operate a formal business, and they may not even have a bank 

account. Instead of pursuing these individuals, labor inspectors and prosecutors applied the same 
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enforcement technique their colleagues had used in the pig-iron industry: they invoked TST-331 

and shifted legal responsibility over improper labor conditions downstream to the farms and 

mills that govern this supply chain. Farms and mills resisted fiercely. As expressed by the 

general manager of a large mill:  

“Now, we have to provide rural workers with cold drinking water, a table, 

sunshade, and chairs [for their meals], plus separate toilets for men and women. 

If they are migrant workers, we have to provide them with room and board, 

including hot meals and laundry services. Compared to these requirements, 

someone who grew up in a middle-class family [sharing a bedroom and helping 

with chores] grew up in degrading conditions”(Author interview Aug 22nd 2008) 

In response, farms and mills sought ways to avoid the applicable regulations. Some 

landowners signed sharecropping contracts with their workers. According to these arrangements, 

which were backed by law n’ 4.214 of 1964, landowners would provide the land and 

administrative support, workers would provide the labor, and the two parties would share the 

proceeds. Naturally, farmers claimed that sharecroppers are not employees so landowners did not 

have to comply with labor regulations. Other landowners signed contracts with a freelancers’ 

union, and claimed that their workers were not employees but independent contractors. Finally, 

in what turned out to be the most popular arrangement, landowners encouraged their workers to 

create cooperatives, and these stand-alone legal entities would be hired to harvest the cane at the 

farm. This arrangement relied on Law n’ 8.949 of 1994 which stipulates that members of 

cooperatives are not employees and therefore are not protected by labor laws. To make this 

arrangement even more credible, some landowners leased their land to the cooperative but 

required that it sell all its cane back to them. Other landowners, concerned about workers taking 
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their self-governance too far, made sure that either the ‘gato’ or one of the farm’s managers 

chaired the cooperative.  

 None of these avoidance measures succeeded. Even if cooperatives are associated with 

empowered workers and democratic governance, labor inspectors and prosecutors argued that 

these arrangements were a ploy to bypass applicable labor regulations. They called them ‘forged 

cooperatives’, ‘copergatos’, ‘coperfraudes’, and other deprecating names. As stated by a 

prosecutor: “it was like a fever, everybody was creating these workers’ cooperatives and naming 

the gato president. We did not fall for it. Instead, we came down really hard and put an end to 

this story” (author interview Aug 25 2008). The Brazilian courts sided with the regulators and 

determined that intervening contracts would not exempt the farms and mills from responsibility 

towards the rural workers. Mills were particularly vulnerable to these charges because they had 

been raising money from global investors and trying to export ethanol to the US and Europe. 

Under these conditions, scandals would be extremely costly so the mills’ leadership decided to 

adapt to, rather than continue to dodge, the regulatory requirements.  

(iii) Outcomes 

The enforcement of labor regulations in sugarcane production has promoted three main 

outcomes. First, labor standards have improved over time. Nationwide, only 32% of rural 

workers are formally registered (DIEESE 2007 p.17), but 74% of sugarcane workers are 

registered (Moraes 2008 p.10) and thus legally entitled to the benefits and assurances defined by 

Brazilian law. In São Paulo, formalization rates surpass 90% (see chart 1 below). Moreover, the 

Brazilian labor inspectorate has not detected a single case of child labor in sugarcane production 

since 2007 (SITI 2013). Also important, the total number of accidents in sugarcane production 
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has decreased even as aggregate production almost doubled between 2003 and 2011 (Ministério 

da Previdência Social 2005, 2008, 2009 and 2011; see chart 2 below).  

[Chart 1 - Formalization Rates] 

[Chart 2 - Accidents in sugarcane] 

Second, farms and mills located in São Paulo that for many years had resisted 

mechanizing their sugarcane harvest have reversed their stance and started mechanizing ahead of 

the schedule mandated by environmental authorities. In 2012, 81% of the sugarcane produced in 

São Paulo was harvested by machines (Folha de São Paulo 2013). Each automated harvester 

replaces 70-90 workers and precludes the burning of the fields. There are many reasons behind 

the recent surge in mechanization, but interviewees readily acknowledge that higher labor costs 

play a central role in this decision.  

Naturally, it would be inaccurate to claim that the enforcement of TST-331 single-

handedly caused all these positive outcomes. In fact, progress has been gradual and 

achievements required the involvement of public, private and not-for-profit agents. For instance, 

to improve housing for migrant workers in the municipality of Piracicaba (SP), labor inspectors 

joined forces with prosecutors, a progressive city councilmember, a church group, the social 

services administration and the health surveillance agency (author interview Aug 19th 2008). In 

other instances, positive advances required broader interventions that went beyond the sugarcane 

sector. For instance, the reduction in child labor resulted not only from labor inspections but also 
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from changes in legislation, larger demographic and economic trends, improvements in 

schooling, and targeted programs such as conditional cash transfers (Rosati 2011).7  

Finally, some sugarcane producers downgraded their labor practices to retain their ability 

to compete. Even if São Paulo is the least problematic region, its smaller sugarcane farms remain 

a locus of abuse. As explained by a social activist: “the [integrated] mills are genuinely trying to 

improve. On their own farms, they do a fairly good job. The real problems are at the 

[independent] sugarcane suppliers. They are submitted to an imperialistic regime and are 

squeezed to the bone” (Author interview, Aug 19 2008). In brief, labor conditions in sugarcane 

production seem to have improved, particularly in São Paulo. However, the larger problem of 

poor labor standards in agricultural production has not been solved. In fact, as discussed below, 

small farms all over the country face enormous difficulties to comply with the applicable 

legislation. 

(c) Short Term Employment in Agriculture: New Procedures for Compliance  

(i) Background 

Brazil is one of the larger producers of agricultural commodities in the world (FAOSTAT 2012). 

Some crops, such as soy and to some extent, sugarcane, are produced by large farms with fairly 

sophisticated machinery and techniques. Others, such as cassava, beans, tobacco, tomatoes, and 

various herbs and vegetables, are labor intensive and often produced by independent farmers 

                                                        
7 Advances were not simultaneous and some are still in progress. As illustrated by the HR 
director at a mill, “when I started in 1994, the biggest challenge concerned the formalization of 
workers. In 1995-6 the inspectors hit us really hard on this topic. […] Next, came the elimination 
of child labor, around 1996-98. Parents used to bring their kids to help out, but this practice had 
to stop. Now it does not happen anymore. […] Since the 2000, we have been forced to pay 
attention to health and safety, this is the main concern today” (author interview, Sept 5th 2008). 
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who own relatively small plots of land. Many of these farmers work the land themselves, 

together with family members and a small number of permanent employees. Yet, some tasks, 

such as tilling and harvesting, require a concentrated burst of activity so farmers must also hire, 

manage, and then dismiss relatively large contingents of workers within a relatively short period. 

According to the national rural census, in 2006 Brazilian farmers employed 2.26 million 

temporary workers (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística 2006 p.254-55).  

Brazilian labor law imposes a series of duties on employers. In addition to updating every 

worker’s labor carnet, employers must calculate and pay a variety of payroll taxes to a number of 

different government agencies, including unemployment and accident insurance, social security, 

and worker training taxes.  Employers must also keep track of overtime, mandatory weekly rest 

periods, vacation allowances and mandatory end-of-year bonuses. To dismiss a worker, 

employers must give 30 days notice and pay a mandatory severance package proportional to the 

length of service. Finally, employers must also comply with health and safety regulations, 

including the provision of personal protection equipment.  

Historically, many firms with seasonal demands for labor have resorted to labor 

contractors (“empreiteiros” or “gatos”) who act as one-stop shops for labor services. In 2006, 

238,000 rural establishments relied on labor contractors to staff their farms and 115,000 of these 

establishments employed temporary workers for periods of 30 days or less (Instituto Brasileiro 

de Geografia e Estatística 2006 p.264). Typically, labor contractors charge a piece-rate for the 

work and pay their workers on a piece-rate. These contractors have no fixed costs and own few 

assets that can be traded easily. For this reason, they have no incentive to increase labor 

productivity (Piore 1990). Rather, their incentive is to minimize costs, which often entails 

violating a variety of labor regulations. To address this problem, and as described in the two 
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preceding sections, labor inspectors and prosecutors used TST-331 to bypass labor contractors 

and reassign liability for labor violations to the farms, mills and industries that govern the supply 

chain. As discussed on the sugarcane subsection, larger enterprises have been able to absorb the 

additional costs of compliance by keeping many workers year-round and turning some of the 

mandatory labor practices into a source of competitive advantage (for instance, by selecting the 

most productive employees and helping them acquire valuable new skills). However, smaller 

farms have not been so fortunate. In fact, small farms are so squeezed that a strict inspection 

regime would likely drive them out of business. Instead of forcing the matter to this adverse 

outcome, labor inspectors and prosecutors have helped develop an innovative hiring arrangement 

called an “employers’ consortium”, as discussed below. 

(ii) Addressing the Problem 

In the mid 1990s, small farmers from the state of Paraná started joining forces and hiring 

workers as a group. In these arrangements, collectively called “employers’ consortia”, farmers 

share the fixed costs of hiring workers; providing them with working tools, personal protection 

equipment, housing, food, and transportation; and dealing with necessary paperwork. 

Correspondingly, the workers remain formally employed year-round and simply move 

systematically from farm to farm to attend each farmers’ demand. As a result, workers are 

entitled to all the benefits of formal employment, including but not limited to minimum wages, 

social security benefits, and unemployment insurance, while each employer pays for a small 

share of the overall burden.  

And yet, implementation was not easy. Brazilian laws determine that an individual farmer 

who hires workers must contribute only 2.7% of salaries to Social Security. However, formal 
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businesses must contribute between 26.8 and 28.8% of payroll, depending on the circumstances. 

Initially, Social Security officials determined that employers’ consortia were formal businesses 

and therefore members had to contribute at the higher rate, making the arrangement  cost 

ineffective. In addition, labor judges feared that employers’ consortia were just another ploy by 

labor contractors intended to bypass existing regulations and ignore workers’ rights. The farmers 

who formed the original group of consortia tried to contest these charges and interpretations, but 

only made headway after labor inspectors and prosecutors helped convince the courts that in fact, 

consortia were an ingenious and legitimate solution to the problem of informality in the rural 

sector. Labor inspectors and prosecutors also convinced Social Security administrators to tax 

consortia at the rate of 2.7% (previously reserved for individual farmers) instead of the higher 

rate assigned to businesses. In 1999, the Labor Inspectorate, the Social Security Administration 

and other relevant public-sector organizations accepted these arguments and issued official 

directives that cleared the way for the establishment of employers’ consortia.  

(iii) Outcomes 

Once the legal hurdles had been removed, the Ministry of Labor created a task force of labor 

inspectors to facilitate the implementation of employers’ consortia among small farmers 

throughout the country. These labor inspectors conducted training sessions for other inspectors, 

produced educational videos, and disseminated the consortium concept to farmers’ groups 

(ENAP 2000). They also wrote a manual for farmers on how to assemble and manage an 

employer consortium, which the Ministry of Labor published online. The effort paid off: In 

2000, the Ministry of Labor reported that 684 farms had created 18 consortia, which employed 

8,768 workers (ENAP 2000 p.63). In that same year, ENAP, a government-run training center 

for public managers, awarded the initiative a prize for “innovation in government”. By 2001, 
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numbers had grown five to sevenfold: 3,446 farms had created 103 consortia which employed 

65,587 workers (Zylberstain 2003 p. 28, citing SEFIT/MTE). In addition to helping small 

farmers formalize their workforce, employers’ consortia also helped farmers and workers engage 

with each other to decrease labor unrest and improve job satisfaction, which increases 

productivity (ENAP 2000 p. 62).  For example, in one consortium, worker absenteeism 

decreased dramatically from 15.8% in 1997 to 2.15% in 2002, and labor productivity increased 

from 4.89 to 7.92 tons of sugarcane harvested per person per day, or 62% overall (Zylberstain 

2003 p. 30).  

Despite these concrete achievements, enthusiasm for employers’ consortia eventually 

waned. Consortia can be challenging to manage so farmers would establish a central office and 

hire a professional manager to run the enterprise. In essence, these managers face the same 

challenges as labor contractors: they must smooth demand for labor over time; keep overall costs 

low; and charge each farmer for direct services and a share of indirect costs. In some cases, 

particularly in irrigated areas, farmers staggered their harvests and made it easier for the 

consortium to work. In others, as documented by Barbosa and Alves (2008), consortia managers 

asserted their independence, allowed farmers and workers to move in and out of the arrangement 

at will, and offered labor services in the open market. As part of the same process, farmers 

stopped perceiving themselves as members of a specific consortium and started shopping around 

for whichever consortia offered the best service at the lowest price. In the end, these consortia 

became a new cloak for the same old practices. Or, as stated by Barbosa and Alves (2008 p. 22), 

they became “gatosórcios”. Eventually, labor inspectors and prosecutors realized that consortia 

are not a panacea. Rather, they are a tool that makes it possible for farmers to comply with 

applicable regulations, but does not ensure results nor render vigilance obsolete.   
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(d) Fireworks Production in Minas Gerais: Technical upgrade and trade protection 

(i) Background 

Brazil is the second largest producer of fireworks in the world: it has 5% of the global market, 

while China has 85%. The Brazilian fireworks industry is composed of 60-70 mostly small firms 

located in and around the municipality of Santo Antônio do Monte (Samonte), in the 

southeastern state of Minas Gerais (Santos 2007 p.21; Rezende 2007 p. 24). According to 

available estimates, these firms employ 3,000 to 5,000 people and generate an additional 7,000 to 

10,000 jobs among suppliers, distributors, retailers and service providers. 

In Samonte, the manufacture of fireworks is a relatively artisanal endeavor. Firms are 

located in the rural areas which are quite far from urban centers. Moreover, these enterprises 

intentionally do not operate under a single roof. Rather, they assign each manufacturing process 

to a separate shed to decrease the risk that a fire or explosion will simultaneously engulf the 

whole facility. Fireworks are produced almost entirely by hand, and most sheds do not have 

electrical power in order to minimize the risk of sparks. Historically, these firms produced 

fireworks of inconsistent quality and questionable safety at a relatively low price for the 

domestic market. To supplement their own output, they purchased fireworks from informal and 

rudimentary producers that permeated the industry (Santos 2007 p. 42). Some of these informal 

producers worked from home under limited or no supervision. Children often co-habited the 

premises and in some cases even helped assemble the explosives. Other producers consisted of 

improvised factories known as “trambiques”, which had dedicated facilities but did not pay 

taxes, register their workers, or comply with labor, environmental, or product safety regulations.  

For many years, fireworks manufacturers adopted a fatalistic attitude towards health and 
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safety. The industry averaged six documented accidental deaths a year, but as reported by a labor 

inspector interviewed by Roberto Pires (2008 p.217), “[producers] believed that accidents were 

unfortunate, but natural. And the fireworks activity was necessarily risky: some time someone 

will die.” Instead of safety precautions, workers and managers relied on superstition. Observers 

often noticed that facilities had strings of orange peel hanging from the ceiling, which they 

believed helped prevent explosions. They also had pictures of Catholic saints on the walls to 

guard workers against accidents (Pires 2008 p.217).  

In the late 1990s, the Brazilian government lifted trade barriers across all economic 

sectors and the country was flooded with cheap Chinese imports, including fireworks. On 

average, Chinese fireworks cost US$710 per ton, while Brazilian fireworks cost US$2,350 

(Aliceweb 2012)8. Not surprisingly, sales of domestic fireworks plummeted and Samonte 

producers responded by trying to reduce their costs further. They lowered the piece-rate, 

crammed sheds with additional workers, hired novices at low salaries, and eliminated remaining 

safety precautions. Workers made less money per unit, so they worked faster to obtain the same 

pay. They did not clean their clothes, tools or work environment of dangerous chemicals, and 

allowed assembled explosives to accumulate in their respective sheds instead of moving them to 

separate warehouses throughout the work day. In addition, manufacturers started experimenting 

with compounds that add color to the fireworks. However, these chemicals are not always stable 

or safe and experiments sometimes went awry (Santos 2007 p.67). Accidents increased even 

further, and explosions were often fatal. 

                                                        
8 Average import and export prices, respectively, for period 2000-2011, for products 36.04.10_   
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(ii) Addressing the Problem  

Technically, the Brazilian army had overseen fireworks production since the early 1970s, but the 

supervision consisted mostly of document reviews. The situation changed in 1998, when an 

informal fireworks factory located in the state of Bahia exploded, killing 64 people. After this 

tragedy, the army opened an outpost in Samonte and started cracking down on illegal 

“trambiques” and other unregistered operations (Santos 2007 p.51). Labor inspectors and labor 

prosecutors also moved in and started inspecting fireworks factories more closely. Not 

surprisingly, they uncovered appalling work and safety conditions (Santos 2007 p.25-31). Many 

facilities did not have windows or ventilation of any kind. In some sheds, the walls were not 

painted and the floors were not paved, so workers could not see whether explosive powders had 

accumulated in the dirt. Workers had no access to running water to wash hands or clothes, 

sanitize their benches or moisturize the air. Improvised pieces of equipment were riddled with 

rusty parts and leaks. Producers used unstable compounds such as potassium chlorate, which is 

cheap but also known to self-ignite. Many workers had no training or experience. They wore 

flammable clothes, and some even smoked near the work sites. Workers were paid exclusively 

on a piece-rate which is not allowed by Brazilian laws. Mandatory overtime was fairly common 

and workers handled toxic compounds such as lead and mercury without adequate protections.  

Labor inspectors and prosecutors imposed hefty fines and threatened producers with 

criminal and civil prosecution. Producers contested the charges and claimed that many of the 

requirements were either useless or unaffordable. To help with the negotiations, the labor 

inspectors reached out to a chemist affiliated with FUNDACENTRO, a state-owned research 

institute subordinated to the Ministry of Labor. After prolonged discussions, the majority of 

producers signed a Deferred Prosecution Agreement (“Termo de Ajustamento de Conduta” - 
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TAC), in which they agreed to change many of their practices and help government authorities 

draft new guidelines for the industry. Pursuant to these interventions, managers improved the 

layout of their factories, paved floors and walls, enhanced ventilation, installed faucets and water 

tanks near production lines, and built separate warehouses to store dangerous materials (Santos 

2007, p.25-26 and 71). They outfitted production sheds with thermometers and humidity gauges 

and provided workers with non-flammable uniforms. Firms upgraded their machines and 

standardized their practices, including limits to the amount of explosives added into each type of 

device, the thickness of cardboard shells, and the quality of fuses. As indicated on charts 3 and 4 

(below), accidents declined markedly even as imports from China grew. 

[Chart 3 - Fireworks imports] 

[Chart 4 - Fireworks accidents] 

Yet, many of these precautions increased production costs and made it even more 

difficult for Brazilian producers to compete. As reported by a local newspaper: “Chinese 

invasion shakes up fireworks cluster in Minas Gerais: imports are up by 660% and the revenue 

of local firms is down by 40% (Moreira 2005). Brazilian firework producers needed a source of 

competitive advantage. Unable to underprice their competitors, they decided to invest in superior 

product quality and safety.  

In 2000, a group of 13 leading fireworks producers based in Samonte joined forces to 

export their products (SEBRAE 2003 p.6-7). They formed a consortium named “Brazilian 

Fireworks”, hired a foreign consultant and visited trade shows in the US, Canada and other 

advanced economies. At these visits, they learned that their goods lagged far behind the 

international norms in terms of both product quality and safety. In 2001, these producers joined 
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forces with Samonte’s municipal government; SEBRAE, the national small-business promotion 

agency; and APEX, the national export-promotion agency, to invest approximately R$200,000 in 

a small lab that would help them meet international quality standards. Since then, the consortium 

has ceased to function, but the collaborative and educational experience planted the seeds for 

Samonte’s subsequent strategy.   

In 2006, Brazilian fireworks producers allied themselves with labor inspectors, 

prosecutors, and other organizations and convinced the Brazilian Army to require that all 

fireworks sold in the country, independent of whether the product was imported or domestic, 

conform to strict safety and quality standards as determined by an accredited lab (Ministério da 

Defesa 2006). At the same time, they convinced SENAI, a publicly funded but privately 

managed industrial training and technology research agency, to set up a laboratory and training 

center in Samonte devoted to improving firework safety and quality. Together with the 

fireworks’ producers association, SENAI invested R$1.6 million in a sophisticated lab that 

became a center for training, research, development and testing of inputs, manufacturing 

practices and finished fireworks, and that has been available to all producers in the cluster. Since 

2007 this lab has been accredited by the Army and the Brazilian National Standards Authority to 

determine whether new products meet quality and safety requirements so they can be sold in the 

country (Xeyla 2006).  

(iii) Outcomes 

Immediately after the army standards were put into place, the inability of Chinese fireworks to 

meet the higher requirements caused imports to drop for the next two years (see chart 1), giving 

domestic producers some respite. Eventually, Chinese imports met the new standards and 
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inflows rose again. Predictably, some Brazilian producers started importing fireworks to 

diversify their portfolios (Diário do Comércio 2012). Despite all these challenges, the Brazilian 

industry retained its vitality in both the domestic and foreign markets. In 2005, immediately 

before the SENAI lab entered into operation, Brazilian producers had exported 325 tons of 

fireworks at US$1,630 per ton, which yielded US$530,000 in total revenue. In 2011, they 

exported 544 tons of fireworks at US$3,120 per ton, which yielded US$1.7 millions in total 

revenue (Aliceweb 2012). The doubling of unitary prices and tripling of total revenue becomes 

even more impressive when one realizes that the Brazilian currency appreciated considerably 

against the US$ during the same period. To sum up, while this Brazilian industry has 

experienced significant vicissitudes, it survived the inflow of cheap Chinese imports and 

increased its own exports, all while improving products, labor standards and manufacturing 

practices. This outcome gives hope to challenged industries everywhere.  

6 - CONCLUSION  

In recent years, a number of studies have shown that neoliberal reforms, FDI, and trade 

liberalization are not unequivocally linked to a decline in labor regulations (Murillo and Schrank 

2005, Mosley & Uno 2007; Greenhill et al 2009; Ronconi 2012). In fact, neoliberal reforms and 

increased flows in goods and capital often go hand-in-hand with stronger labor protections and 

empowered enforcement bureaucracies. But while these studies identify a correlation, they do 

not examine how these seemingly opposing policy orientations coexist. To clarify this matter, 

this paper examines how Brazilian labor inspectors and prosecutors enforced labor laws in four 

industries (see table 1). These cases were not selected because they represent national patterns of 

regulatory enforcement. Similarly, they do not allow for inferences on how the findings apply to 

various segments of the Brazilian society. Instead, the cases were selected because they are 
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characterized by endemic violation of labor regulations, including those degrading conditions 

that Brazilian law defines as analogous to slavery. Even more, the period under study was 

characterized by a latent increase in informal and non-standard work so the cases constitute the 

“least-likely” to improve. As such, their uneven but mostly upward trajectory suggests important 

lessons on how developing countries may enforce labor regulation in a post-neoliberal world. 

[TABLE 1] 

First, infractions are often associated with outsourcing and subcontracting, which are 

legal-economic artifacts that increase economic flexibility but hide labor abuses from view and 

shield leading firms (and final consumers) from legal and moral responsibility. Both outsourcing 

and subcontracting have become increasingly common in recent years as they help private firms 

adapt to the vagaries of competitive markets and comply with fairly rigid labor regulations 

without drastic changes to their remaining processes and procedures. In fact, triangular 

employment relations, misclassification of workers, and joint-employment status are widespread 

phenomena also in advanced industrial nations (Davidov 2004; Zatz 2008). These types of 

arrangements are often associated with serious infringements of labor regulations and have no 

easy or obvious solution.  

Second, international buyers were not central characters in these stories but they still 

played an important role in supporting improved standards abroad. As summarized on table 1, on 

three out of four cases Brazilian producers wanted to exports their goods to the United States 

and/or Western Europe and thus remained vulnerable to scandals concerning labor standards in 

their supply chains. Decreasing international tolerance further, US-based manufacturers of 

competing goods such as sugar, corn-based ethanol, and steel gladly added to any existing 
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outrage since they stood to gain from the resulting protectionism. Going forward, this particular 

lever for improved labor standards abroad may lose some of its power. In recent years, the share 

of developing country exports going to other developing countries has risen from 17.2% in 2000 

to 27.5% in 2007 (Reuters 2009). Likewise, the share of Brazilian exports going to China has 

risen from less than 2% in 2000 to 17% in 2012 (Aliceweb 2013) and it is not clear whether 

consumers in these new markets will pay as much attention to labor standards abroad as their 

counterparts in the US and Western Europe currently do.   

Third, and most importantly, the real protagonists of these stories were the labor 

inspectors and prosecutors who showed remarkable commitment and ingenuity in their 

enforcement activities. In two cases - charcoal production and sugarcane harvest - inspectors 

used TST-331 to reassign legal responsibilities to leading firms in the supply chain in ways that 

made compliance both legally inevitable and economically possible. In a third case - temporary 

work in small farms - they helped create employers’ consortia, a novel legal instrument that 

made compliance achievable, if not inevitable. And in the fourth case - fireworks production - 

enforcement agents coerced producers into upgrading their manufacturing practices but also 

helped institute a technical barrier to trade concerning product quality and safety that protected 

Brazilian producers and consumers from cheaper but unsafe fireworks imports. In sum, these 

agents went beyond the typical analogy of enforcement to “police work”, in which regulators 

find violations and impose fines that are high and certain enough to trigger the necessary 

changes. Rather, they devised local agreements and arrangements that realigned interests, 

reshaped conflicts, and redistributed the risks, costs and benefits of doing business and 

complying with the law across a tailor-made assemblage of public, private and non-profit entities 

(Coslovsky, Pires and Silbey p.322).  
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But how do regulatory enforcement agents perform these complicated tasks? By dint of 

their position, Brazilian labor inspectors and prosecutors retain considerable autonomy and 

discretion. To increase their legal powers further, they also found ways to link up with Judiciary 

authorities, which is no easy feat and should not be taken for granted. In Brazil, judges tend to 

maintain a narrow focus on cases and not on policy (Taylor 2008). Moreover, they tend to adopt 

a reactive, cautious and supposedly neutral stance that emphasizes legal minutiae over social 

considerations. Despite this conservative outlook, a panel of Brazilian labor judges issued TST-

331, which became a crucial weapon in the inspectors’ enforcement arsenal. This apparent 

contradiction between conservative orientation and progressive rule-making, together with the 

possible existence of factions and alliances within the Judiciary and between the Judiciary and 

other institutions, suggest fruitful avenues for future research. Likewise, the cases presented here 

might give the erroneous impression that TST-331 can be used whenever a large firm is close 

enough to the violations to be forced to take the blame. This does not seem to be true. In other 

Brazilian cases, large firms have successfully avoided responsibility over their suppliers’ or 

consumers’ practices, and thus inspectors and prosecutors were forced to find other ways to 

improve labor standards on that supply chain (Roberto Pires, personal communication). How 

regulators may harness the power of large firms, and how some large firms find ways to turn 

their legal obligations into a source of competitive advantage, remain topics for additional 

research.  

Finally, the cases discussed here bring to the fore an underappreciated feature of the post-

neoliberal (or neo-developmental) state. As suggested by Grugel and Riggirozzi (2012), post-

neoliberalism revolves around the idea that states should take an enhanced role in promoting 

development in their societies. In particular, the post-neoliberal state strives to complement 
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policies that favor macroeconomic stability and export-led growth with new mechanisms for 

social inclusion and welfare. So far, scholars interested in this concept have delineated the 

theoretical and political boundaries of the construct. They have not yet paid the necessary 

attention to those levers of state power that allow governments to move beyond the provision of 

a seemingly neutral institutional context and actively define and govern supply chains for 

maximum welfare (McGrath 2013). It is in this job that labor inspectors and prosecutors, 

alongside environmental licensing and development financing officers as well as other regulatory 

enforcement officials, can become a powerful yet fine-grained tool for policy-making in the 

contemporary world. The strategies that these agents adopt and the alliances that they make will 

help determine the possibilities for fruitful state intervention in the 21st century. 
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Chart 3 
Fireworks Imports from China to Brazil (Kg) 
Source: Aliceweb 2012 
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Chart 4 
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Table 1 - Summary of Case Studies 

Industry 
Central 
problem 

Enforcement 
challenge 

International Setting 
Domestic 

Enforcement Strategy 
Positive Outcomes 

Charcoal production 
(Amazon region) 

Slave-labor and 
other violations 

Small, mobile 
and informal 
producers in 
remote regions  

US press reported on 
labor violations in the 
Amazon, which created 
pressure on smelters  

Government agents 
moved legal 
responsibility over 
violations downstream 
to smelters 

Smelters established  
long-term contracts with 
charcoal suppliers; 
obtained better charcoal; 
created non-profit entity 
to monitor compliance  

Sugarcane harvest     
(São Paulo) 

Degrading work 
conditions and 
other violations 

Informal, mobile 
labor contractors 
without fixed 
assets  

Brazil is trying to create 
a global market for 
ethanol, which makes it 
vulnerable to scandals 

Government agents 
assigned legal  
responsibility over 
violations to larger 
farms and mills 

Integrated mills upgraded 
their labor practices and 
mechanized the harvest; 
small farms hard-pressed 
to compete 

Short-term labor 
demand in small farms   
(country-wide) 

Informality and 
other violations  

Small farms have 
limited resources 
and must cope 
with sharp peaks 
in labor demand 

n/a 
Government agents 
helped farmers create 
employers’ consortia 

Members of consortia 
staggered production, 
smoothed labor demand 
and retained workers 
year-round 

Fireworks production 
(Minas Gerais) 

Unsafe work 
practices 

Safer practices 
are costly and 
industry was 
losing share to 
cheap imports  

Producers are trying to 
export to the US and 
EU; they must also 
contend with cheap 
imports from China 

Government agents 
compelled producers to 
change their practices 
and convinced the army 
to mandate quality 
testing for all fireworks 
sold in the country 

Producers created training 
center and test lab; 
upgraded manufacturing 
practices;  maintained 
domestic sales; increased 
exports 

 

 


